Computational methodologies that couple the dynamical evolution of a set of replicated copies of a system of interest offer powerful and flexible approaches to characterize complex molecular processes. Such multiple copy algorithms (MCAs) can be used to enhance sampling, compute reversible work and free energies, as well as refine transition pathways. Widely used examples of MCAs include temperature and Hamiltonian-tempering replica-exchange molecular dynamics (T-REMD and H-REMD), alchemical free energy perturbation with lambda replica-exchange (FEP/λ-REMD), umbrella sampling with Hamiltonian replica exchange (US/H-REMD), and string method with swarms-of-trajectories conformational transition pathways. Here, we report a robust and general implementation of MCAs for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in the highly scalable program NAMD built upon the parallel programming system Charm++. Multiple concurrent NAMD instances are launched with internal partitions of Charm++ and located continuously within a single communication world. Messages between NAMD instances are passed by low-level point-to-point communication functions, which are accessible through NAMD's Tcl scripting interface. The communication-enabled Tcl scripting provides a sustainable application interface for end users to realize generalized MCAs without modifying the source code. Illustrative applications of MCAs with fine-grained inter-copy communication structure, including global lambda exchange in FEP/λ-REMD, window swapping US/H-REMD in multidimensional order parameter space, and string method with swarms-of-trajectories were
Introduction
A long-standing challenge for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations based on all-atom models is the difficulty to adequately sample infrequent events, although what has routinely been attainable within typical MD simulations has evolved over the years. With the advancement of novel accelerating computer chips and supercomputers that consist of MDspecific integrated circuits, [1] simple brute-force MD simulations on the order of milliseconds have recently become possible. This is remarkable when compared with what was the state-of-the-art only barely one decade ago. However, the fact remains that a whole host of important biological processes take place on a time scale ranging from milliseconds to seconds, beyond what can be achieved with simple brute-force MD. For this reason, it remains critical to continue to seek alternative solutions to the sampling problem.
One broad computational strategy is offered by algorithms based on multiple copies. Rather than attempting to characterize the system through a single and extremely long trajectory, such multiple copy algorithms (MCAs) adopt a 'divide-and-conquer' strategy to carry out the desired computation using massive parallel resources. MCAs can be designed to calculate both equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] For equilibrium properties, the most widely used MCAs include parallel temperature [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and Hamiltonian tempering with replica-exchange MD (REMD) simulations. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] There are also several variants of MCAs focused on non-equilibrium situations, such as the forward-flux sampling, [26] the string method with swarms-of-trajectories, [5] and time-dependent umbrella sampling. [7, 8] MCAs offer some of the most extremely scalable MD methodologies, allowing one to fully exploit the unprecedented computational power of leadership computers such as IBM Blue Gene/Q and Cray XT7. As the most popular applications of MCAs, REMD algorithms have been extensively implemented in several MD engines such as AMBER, [27] GROMACS [28] and Desmond [29] with special application interface (API) as well as post-processing utility. Generally, the REMD algorithms are implemented as regular point-to-point data exchange that is hard coded in source code, or driven by an external master script working with specific machines. As a result, the existing REMD schemes are restricted to a number of plain applications, such as parallel tempering or Hamiltonian exchange with a single biasing parameter, while implementation of any more elaborate algorithm has to touch the low-level MPI programming. However, biological MD simulations often involve several slow degrees of freedom that have to be addressed in multidimensional space of order parameters, [30] [31] [32] [33] or multiple thermodynamic coordinates [34] [35] [36] to accelerate the sampling efficiency of a reaction path. In addition to the demand of multidimensional REMD algorithms, there can arise an irregular inter-copy communication structure for a complex biophysical problem, such as case of string method with swarms-of-trajectories, [5, 37] raising the necessity to develop a sustainable API to accommodate various novel MCA solutions.
A prototypical example of a MCA as a high-dimensional Hamiltonian exchange algorithm was recently developed and implemented in the Distributed Replica (REPDSTR) module of CHARMM to calculate the absolute binding free energy of a ligand to a protein. [3, 4] With the 2-dimensional Hamiltonian replica-exchange scheme, an unprecedented global replica exchange through the entire reaction path was performed and accurate free energy information was obtained. Within REPDSTR, coordinates instead of biasing/scaling parameter were swapped during exchange attempts, relying on the legacy parallel structure of CHARMM based on a static task distribution and atomic decomposition. [38] Following a similar strategy, a variety of MCAs could be implemented within the CHARMM/REPDSTR code. However, due to the limitations of the internal parallel structure of CHARMM, this initial implementation of MCAs has been limited to small and moderate size biological systems. To allow scalable simulation of increasingly large systems, the development of contemporary MD software has been directed towards spatial decomposition and dynamic load balance. [28, 39] In spite of its limitations, CHARMM/REPDSTR provides a prototype REMD scheme independent of specific potential terms or parameters and, therefore, can serve to guide further extension in high performance MD software such as NAMD.
NAMD is a highly scalable program built onto a hybrid spatial/force decomposition managed by the asynchronous parallel programming system Charm++. [39] An attractive feature of NAMD is the flexible Tcl interface that provides a user-friendly scripting platform, where one can control simulation parameters on-the-fly. Furthermore, Tcl communication commands can be built on top of low-level communication functions, while the Charm++ programming system can support concurrent multiple NAMD instances by remapping processing elements. With these advanced programming features, NAMD provides an ideal platform to implement a highly flexible API for generalized MCAs.
In this article, we report a systematic implementation of MCAs in NAMD's Tcl interface and Charm++. Implementation details are reported and four representative applications, parallel tempering, free energy perturbation (FEP)/REMD, US/H-REMD with irregular order parameter locations in 2-dimensions, as well as the string method with swarms-oftrajectories are carried out on the IBM Blue Gene/Q computer at Argonne National Laboratory. The superior scalability of the present MCA implementation is demonstrated and discussed in detail.
Implementation Details

MCAs Implementation with Charm++ and NAMD Tcl interface
A primitive MCA can be realized with multiple MPI_subcommunicators. In the MPI machine layer of Charm++, the MPI_Comm_split function splits the default MPI_COMM_WORLD into multiple local sub-communicators, each of which runs an independent Charm++ and NAMD instance. A secondary set of MPI communicators, each spanning like ranks within the local subcommunicators, allow exchanges between the independent NAMD instances. This exchange communication is implemented through new APIs in both the Charm++ Converse layer and the NAMD Tcl scripting interface to provide a user-friendly interface. As a quick route towards REMD, MPI_subcommunicator is extensively adopted by many MD software, however such a plain application of many MPI_subcommunicators could lose significant network topology information and, therefore, induce further network contention or latency. However, within the Charm++ Converse layer instead of MPI_COMM_WORLD, each Charm++ processing element can be logically mapped onto a designated local partition. When Charm++/NAMD enters the inter-copy communication phase, all localized processing elements are mapped back to global state. In addition, on leadership supercomputers, such internal partitions can obtain further performance gain benefiting from the low-level machine specific communication library, such as Parallel Active Messaging Interface (PAMI) [40] on IBM Blue Gene/Q or user Generic Network Interface (uGNI) [41] on Cray XK7. Tcl interface of NAMD intends to provide maximum flexibility for a high-end user to realize its special needs without touching the source code. For example, by Tcl scripting, variables and expressions used in initially defining options can be changed during a running simulation. After user-friendly Tcl communication commands are built on top of the low-level point-to-point communication functions (either Charm++ Converse or MPI), a user can further design generic MCAs without modifying or adding a single line of C++. Within a MCA Tcl script, inter-copy communications are executed by Tcl replicaSend/Recv/Sendrecv functions on top of Converse communication layer of Charm++, and a user needs to designate communication partners for each copy. Appendix A exhibits an excerpt of Tcl scripting code that controls temperature swaps in a parallel tempering MD simulation. A significant advantage of the present Tcl-based MCA scheme is that a user can realize any type MCA within Tcl scripting, as long as the energy terms or parameters to be biased are registered in the Tcl scripting interface of NAMD. For example, in an absolute free energy calculation, nonbond scaling parameters of different alchemical types can be wrapped into a single parameter unit to be exchanged along the entire alchemical reaction path, or multiple orthogonal order parameters can be alternatively exchanged to form a multidimensional umbrella sampling Hamiltonian exchange (see Section Applications).
Performance on IBM Blue Gene/Q
The string method with swarms-of-trajectories [5, 37, [42] [43] [44] represents a general, but challenging MCA due to the massive number of concurrent trajectories involved and the multi-level communication relations between them. Previously such a sophisticated ensemble task had to be carried out by launching many concurrent NAMD jobs and the communications between jobs were driven by external scripts. At the communication phase of swarms-of-trajectories or images, NAMD jobs have to stop and restart periodically, which results in significant exit/restart overhead. In contrast, a Tcl script wraps all trajectories of an ensemble task into a single large NAMD run, the communications wherein are managed by Charm++ at minimal overhead, such that there is little performance loss compared to a plain single trajectory run. Figure 2 shows the superior scalability of refining the transition path of c-Src kinase with 64 images and 2048 trajectories (see details in subsection D of Application). It can be seen that the computation strongly scales to 32 Blue Gene/Q racks (524,288 IBM PowerPC A2 cores). In this article, all applications were carried out on IBM Blue Gene/Q Mira at Argonne National Laboratory using Charm++ 6.5.0 and NAMD 2.10.
Applications
Parallel Tempering (T-REMD)
T-REMD originally introduced in 1999 by Sugita and Okamoto [9] is probably the most widely used MCA. Its aim is to accelerate the configurational space sampling efficiency by overcoming potential barriers with rescaled kinetic energy. Implementation of the T-REMD algorithm in Tcl language is straightforward as its temperature exchange attempts between replicas are simple to state algorithmically. However, efficient exchange of T-REMD require sufficient potential overlap of the energy distributions between neighboring replicas. [45] As a consequence, the number of required replicas grows approximately with the square root of the number of simulated particles. Also high exchange frequency is required to assure enough travelling of a replica through the temperature parameter space. [19, 20] Computationally, the large number of replicas and high frequency exchange attempts requires massively parallel computers with a low-latency network to attain optimal performance. One common approach to avoid the demanding resource requirement is to adopt an implicit solvent model at the expense of significant loss of accuracy. [14, 15] T-REMD simulation of peptide acetyl-(AAQAA) 3 -amide [46] in TIP3 solvent was performed on Blue Gene/Q to demonstrate a non-trivial application for a medium size system.
For such an explicitly solvated peptide with helix structure, normal single trajectory MD runs tend to be trapped in the initial conformation. In the present case the simulated system contains ~25,000 atoms and 64 replicas spanning a 278-375 K temperature range were chosen to obtain an average acceptance ratio 45%. The locations of temperature parameters for the replicas obey a logarithmic spacing . An exchange frequency of 1/100 steps was adopted to achieve an optimal rate of exploration of configurational space. The T-REMD simulation was performed under constant pressure and periodic boundary condition and employing the CHARMM 36 force field. 32,768 cores were used to launch the generic parallel/parallel T-REMD simulation. Figure 3 demonstrates that with high exchange frequency the 8 th replica (close to physical temperature) thoroughly samples the temperature space 5 times within 10ns. A similar sampling efficiency was achieved for higher temperature replicas. Higher sampling efficiency of temperature space can be achieved with higher exchange frequency, but at a considerably increased communication cost. How to balance the exchange frequency and communication cost is an active research direction. The acceleration effect of parallel tempering on conformational sampling of the peptide can be observed from the simulated temperature dependence of helix content. In Figure 4 , it can be seen that after 25 ns T-REMD run, the helix contents of different temperatures have reached convergence.
Free Energy Perturbation/λ-Exchange Molecular Dynamics (FEP/λ-REMD)
In our previous REMD implementation in CHARMM, free energy perturbation (FEP) with a staged reversible thermodynamic work protocol designed for the calculation of absolute ligand binding affinities was combined with a distributed replica exchange MD simulation scheme. [2, 3] It was shown that this FEP/REMD scheme could improve the statistical convergence of FEP calculations by allowing random Monte Carlo moves in an extended ensemble of thermodynamic coupling parameter λ. The staging simulation protocol can be illustrated with the binding free energy simulation: the potential energy is expressed in terms of four coupling (window) parameters [34, 35, 47] ( 1) where U 0 is the potential of the system with the noninteracting ligand, λ rep , λ dis , λ elec , λ rstr ∈ [0,1] are the thermodynamic coupling parameters, U rep and U dis are the shifted WeeksChandler-Anderson (WCA) [48] repulsive and dispersive components of the Lennard-Jones potential, U elec is the electrostatic contribution and U rstr is the restraining potential. The insertion of the molecule into binding pocket is done in three steps, with the help of three thermodynamic coupling parameters, λ rep , λ dis , and λ elec , controlling the nonbonded interaction of the molecule with its environment. One additional parameter, λ rstr , is used to control the translational and orientational restraints. As the first step, the WCA decomposition algorithm that finely switches on interaction is implemented into NAMD's alchemical module. As these intermediate thermodynamic states along the alchemical reaction path contains sampling information of different time scales, it is highly desirable to perform a global exchange along the entire path. However, global lambda exchange requires exchange attempts across multiple alchemical stages, which is beyond a naïve REMD implementation that only exchanges a single type of scaling parameter for a specific energy term. In the CHARMM/REPDSTR implementation, coordinate sets of neighboring replicas were swapped and the complexity of parameter swaps was avoided at the expense of higher communication. In the Tcl scripting language of NAMD, each replica can be identified with a unique set of alchemical parameters including lambda value, interaction type and WCA parameters, and therefore a global lambda-exchange is obtained by swapping these parameter sets. When Hamiltonian-exchange is performed, the whole set of alchemical parameters are swapped between neighboring replicas, realized with point-to-point communications of derived data type. The lambda-exchange algorithm follows the conventional Metropolis MC exchange criterion with λ-swap moves. After a FEP/REMD run is done, the shuffled energy outputs due to parameter sets swapping are sorted for the final WHAM [49] post-processing. As a quick test, the absolute binding free energy of benzene to T4/Lysozyme-L99A was calculated with the FEP/REMD scheme. 64 replicas are evenly located along the alchemical reaction path, employing 36 repulsive windows, 12 dispersion windows and 16 electrostatic windows. The average acceptance ratio is > 80% and figure 5 exhibits how frequently a replica traveled through the space of alchemical parameter sets during the REMD run. With an exchange attempt frequency of 1/100 steps and production length of 500 ps (250,000 steps), the free energy simulated is −6.0 ± 0.5 kcal/mol under constant NPT and periodic boundary condition, in agreement with experiment and previous simulations. [35] 
Multiple Dimensional Hamiltonian Replica Exchange MD Umbrella Sampling (US/H-REMD) on Irregular-Shaped Distribution of Umbrella Windows
A commonly used approach for determining a potential of mean force (PMF) along a given reaction coordinate is conventional umbrella sampling (US). [30, 50, 51] Within a stratification strategy, US relies on a series of closely spaced windows along the coordinate, each with the collective variable (CV) of interest harmonically restrained to the window's center. The PMF is then recovered from the biased distributions in each window via the WHAM method. [49] As with any enhanced sampling method, a strict limitation of US lies in the inability of the system to efficiently sample those orthogonal degrees of freedom not targeted by the CV. This limitation can be mitigated, however, by permitting the biasing parameters of adjacent windows to be exchanged according to a Metropolis energy criterion, [52] thus allowing barrier-crossing events along orthogonal degrees of freedom that occur in one window to be progressively communicated and propagated to all other windows. Similar to the T-REMD algorithm, the US/H-REMD along a 1-dimensional order parameter is straightforwardly implemented in NAMD using its Tcl scripting interface and has been applied to binding-free-energy calculations for two systems recently. The first, binding of a small peptide to the SH3 domain of Abl kinase, demonstrated a modest improvement of US/H-REMD over conventional US, with convergence of the latter requiring approximately twice as much simulation time as the former. [53] The second system, the bound state of two similarly sized proteins, barstar and barnase, presented a greater challenge. [54] Even with restraints on interfacial side chains, the complexity of the protein-protein interface made US/H-REMD the most viable approach, reaching convergence already within 2 ns/window, i.e., within 100 ns overall. [54] In multi-dimensional US/H-REMD implementations, maintaining a regular shape of umbrella windows becomes increasingly computationally inefficient as a regular shaped distribution of windows often covers high free energy regions that are irrelevant. This problem can be circumvented by adopting the self-learning adaptive umbrella sampling protocol [33] , which automatically generates the US windows only for the relevant region in the subspace of CVs. However, windows distributed within an irregular shape poses a particular challenge to the implementation of an efficient replica-exchange US scheme, as all the copies must be matched with a swapping partner for efficient window swapping. In this article, a distribution of umbrella windows in CV space is described as having regular shaped if the distribution has 2 N right angles, where N is the dimensionality of the CV space. For example, in the case of two-dimensional US, a rectangular distribution of windows is regular shaped but a triangular distribution is not. This leads to the necessity of developing a general and efficient US/H-REMD algorithm for irregular distribution of umbrella windows. Such an algorithm should aim to keep the Euclidean distance between a pair of exchanging partners as short as possible to maintain a maximal acceptance ratio. To resolve this problem, ordered lists of umbrella windows are constructed to assign neighbors for each replica following the minimal distance rule. A single list such as used in the simple 1D US/H-REMD naturally allows one replica to have at most 2 nearest neighbors. But this is too restrictive in the case of umbrella sampling in multi-dimensions. For an Ndimensional US/H-REMD simulation with M umbrella windows in total, it is possible to generate N distinct ordered lists of the M windows by "weaving" a 1D chain through the irregular shape (Figure 6 ). The only difference between the N lists is the order in which the M windows appear in the list. Exchanges are then attempted with nearest neighbors in each 1D list according to the rule odd ↔even and even↔odd. By constructing these 1D ordered lists, the number of moves between two different windows is increased. For a set of CVs (x 1 , x 2 ,..,x N ), N ordered sets of CVs are created based on the following algorithm: starting from an ordered set [x 1 , x 2 ,..,x N ] a new ordered set is generated by popping the left-most CV and pushing it to the right; this process is repeated until [x N , x 1 ,…,x N-1 ] is reached. Each ordered list of M windows is created associated with one ordered set of CVs such that a decreasing speed of changing is employed from the left element to the right in the set. An illustration of constructing ordered lists for two-dimensional US/H-REMD with windows distributed as a parallelogram is given in Figure 6 .
As an illustration, US/H-REMD simulation was performed in 2D to study the activation/ deactivation conformational transition in c-Src kinase domain. [55] The conformational transition in kinase domain primarily involves the αC helix and the activation loop ( Figure  7 ) and, two order parameters that characterize the conformational transition were identified based on the relative motions between relevant atom groups. Two-dimensional self-learning adaptive umbrella sampling [33] calculations are carried out before US/H-REMD calculations in order to define the landscape to be explored by US/H-REMD. 1097 umbrella windows are determined to be essential to characterize the landscape and are further utilized in the US/H-REMD simulation. The two ordered lists utilized in the two-dimensional US/H-REMD calculations are illustrated in Figure 8 . Each umbrella window is propagated for 5 ns under constant NPT and periodic boundary condition, and an exchange is attempted every 1 ps. The probability distribution of acceptance ratio in the calculation of c-Src kinase domain conformational transition is given in Figure 9A . The average acceptance ratio is 0.49 and the two extremes are 0.36 and 0.68 for all neighboring pairs. Figure 9B shows the trajectory of replica 435 in the replica space against exchange attempts (time). With the large acceptance ratio, a wide range of replicas (a span of >350 replicas) has been traversed for multiple times, however the entire replica space still is not fully covered. This indicates that either a sampling time of 5 ns per window is not long enough or the exchange frequency is too low, and the PMF could still be refined.
String Method using Swarms-of-Trajectories
A putative transition path between conformational states can be refined by the swarms-oftrajectories approach. [5, 37] The string is a set of discrete conformations, or images, along the path. A set of collective variables is typically used to reduce the complexity of the system. The free energy gradient at each image can be computed and the images propagated along the component orthogonal to the path, iterating until the string has converged to a local minimum transition path. The swarms-of-trajectories approach utilizes many molecular dynamics trajectories started from a single image that can be combined to yield an average drift. This requires communication between the N copies of a specific image, illustrated by Figure 10 . The average drifts for each image compose an update string, and the images are redistributed along this string to remove any drift tangential to the path. The string update process requires communication between the M images that compose the string. After the reparameterization with the current average drifts the new images must be prepared before the next cycle of drifts can be performed, achieved by performing molecular dynamics simulations with constraints that slowly move the CVs to their reparameterized positions. The multiple copy implementation of this method utilizes MN independent copies that must intercommunicate once per iteration.
In this article, the string method with swarms-of-trajectories was used to refine the activation/deactivation conformational transition in c-Src kinase domain (identical with the sub-section C) in the presence of the regulatory SH2/SH3 domains. The full-length c-Src structure is threaded along the initial string taken from previous work of the kinase domain only. This threading is composed of restraining the CVs of the full-length to the string values and slowly moving those restraints along the string. A total of 64 images are selected from the initial string. Each swarm composes of 32 5-ps trajectories, and the equilibration following the reparameterization is another 5-ps of restrained molecular dynamics.
The discrete Fréchet distance is an order-preserving measure of the similarity between two strings. The distance between each string iteration to the initial string and the distance to the final strings is shown in Figure 11 and are either monotonically increasing or decreasing, respectively. The monotonicity indicates that the swarms-of-trajectories method is performing a steepest descent minimization of the transition path. Furthermore the flattening of the discrete Fréchet distance to the final string around iteration 250 suggests that the transition path is nearly converged. The converged transition path can be studied directly, but is most useful as a starting point for free energy calculation like the US/H-REMD discussed above.
Conclusion
We have developed and implemented generalized multiple copy algorithms (MCAs) in the highly scalable program NAMD built upon the parallel programming system Charm++. Inter-copy communication is realized by low-level point-to-point communication functions between independent NAMD instances. At the application level the MCAs are implemented via NAMD's Tcl scripting interface, which provides great flexibility for a user to design novel MCA solutions for complex biophysical problems without modifying the source code. The application of MCAs could be extended to multiple thermodynamic parameters (or reaction coordinates), multi-dimension and irregular communication between copies. We have demonstrated the versatility of the present implementation with three novel MCA applications, global lambda exchange along an entire reaction path in an absolute binding free energy calculation, high-dimensional umbrella sampling with irregular reaction coordinates, and string method with swarms-of-trajectories. Novel applications to complex biological problems are currently underway. 
Appendix B
The Tcl scripts for the MCA applications can be downloaded along with NAMD version 2.10 or nightly build source code via http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Development/Download/ download.cgi?PackageName=NAMD. In the NAMD source tree, the directory lib/replica contains the relevant MCA scripts and test examples. Replica utility scripts, including replica sorting, visualization and WHAM postprocessing, are also provided. Strong scaling of the swarms-of-trajectories string method for the full-length c-Src kinase sytem. The number of cores per trajectory is increased gradually from 32 to 256 with the number of trajectories being fixed. The total number of racks on Blue Gene/Q Mira is 48 and each rack has 16,384 cores. Travelling of selected replicas through the temperature space. All replicas above physical temperature exhibit rapid sampling of temperature space within a timescale of nanoseconds. The temperature dependent helix fraction for Baldwin peptides calculated from T-REMD (solid lines) and circular dichroism experimental data (round dots). Fraction of α-helix is determined by at least three residues in the α region of the Ramachandran map (−100<phi< −30 and −67<psi<−7). Analysis is done using the last 14 ns of total 25 ns per replica trajectories. Error bars is the standard deviation calculated from the last seven 2 ns blocks. Travelling of selected replicas through the space of alchemical parameter sets. Each parameter set contains lambda value and alchemical state. The 500 ps production run shown was processed with WHAM to determine the absolute binding free energy. The discrete Fréchet distance between each string iteration and either the initial string (blue) or the final string (green)
